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Our  institution  is  committed  to  its  vision  and

creating  an  outstanding  academic  environment

through  imparting  objective  oriented  education,

dedicated  faculty  members,  research-oriented

programs,  along  with  excellent  infrastructure.  The

students  are  always  encouraged  to  participate  in

extra  co-curricular  activities.  This  brings  confidence

in  everyone  to  train  the  students  towards

excellence.  We  believe  in  emphasizing  more  on

Student  Centric  Learning.

-Dr. T N Sreenivasa

Principal

He  believes  the  next  generation  of  learning  experience  has  to  be  created  beyond  the  classic

classroom  instruction  formats.  We  have  to  not  only  nurture  their  curiosity  but  also  inculcate

the  rigor  and  skills  of  framing  a  problem,  finding  resources,  creating  solutions,  communicating,

and  galvanizing  opinion.  We  need  to  revisit  the  evaluation  process  in  a  way  that  the  learner

can  truly  assess  her  own  maturity  and  proficiency  by  going  beyond  scores  in  exams  and  one-

off  projects.  The  goal  is  to  empower  citizens  of  tomorrow  to  navigate  the  fast-paced

disruptions  the  future  portends.  Most  importantly,  we  are  committed  to  fostering  a  tribe  united

by  mindsets  and  beliefs  that  can  go  out,  navigate,  and  change  tomorrow’s  world  for  the  better,

on  their  own  terms.  The  strategic  Development  plan  would  act  as  a  guiding  document  for  the

next  five  years  and  help  in  gearing  up  the  institution  towards  delivering  high-quality  technical

and  management  education  thereby  earning  recognition  among  its  peers  as  the  premier

technical  and  management  institution.  We  will  provide  our  students  with  the  necessary

expertise  to  groom  them  to  be  innovative  thinkers,  leaders,  and  entrepreneurs.  We  believe  that

by  continuing  to  be  at  the  forefront  of  engineering  and  management  education,  the  institute

will  be  able  to  improve  its  national  ranking.  Distilled  to  its  core,  the  underlying  theme  is

‘learning  to  learn,  24/7  and  365  days  a  year,  at  the  student’s  choosing.

- Shri. C.S. Sunder Raju

 

Shri. C.S. Sunder Raju  is  a  Trustee  and  Chairman  of  the

Governing  Council  of  Atria  Institute  of  Technology.  He  is

a  Director  of  Atria  Power  Corporation ;  the  company  is  in

to  Hydro,  Wind  and  Solar  power  generation.  He  started

Atria  Convergence  Technology ;  a  leader  in  broadband  ISP

services  across  the  country.  Mr  Sunder  Raju  has  been

involved  in  various  activities  that  have  contributed  to  the

social  capital.  Mr.  Sunder  Raju  was  appointed  to  the  Prime

Ministers  council  for  skill  development.  Mr.  Sunder  Raju’s

contribution  to  Karnataka  State  Lawn  Tennis  Association

(KSLTA) as  Secretary  is  recognized  nationally.  
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Interdisciplinary Digital Economy of tomorrow, incorporating in-demand skills like the Internet of Things

(IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Robotics, Very Large-Scale Integrated Devices,

Nano Electronics, Wireless Networks etc. The department has well qualified and experienced faculty from

reputed institutes. Department is equipped with multiple laboratories under the VTU curriculum for the

practical exposure of the Electronics and Communication Engineering branch.  A dedicated group of

faculties train students as per the industry requirements like VLSI, Embedded, Signal Processing and

Communication. The Centre of Excellence (CoE) for the Internet of Things (IoT) is available for students

to explore their creative minds, develop solutions on Industrial IoT Gateway, Self-sustainable

Hydroponics Monitoring Systems, Smart Campus Solutions, etc. The students are also encouraged and

supported for the preparation for GATE/GRE/PSUs examinations other than their routine studies. The

department has a close networking relationship with professional bodies such as IEEE, IETE, ISTE and

experts from leading institution to excel their knowledge to our department students in the various

emerging fields of electronics and communication engineering. In the future, the department plans to

extend its research into new areas like Biomedical Signal and Image Processing and Smart Devices.

“The focus of the department is to provide a better campus-based educational experience to the

students for developing their learning interest and critical thinking to increase competencies in

them."

Dr. Arun Balodi

SM’IEEE, F’IETE, LM’ISTE

PhD. Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee,

M. Tech. (Gold Medalist)
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Welcome to the Department of Electronics and

Communication Engineering (ECE) at Atria Institute of

Technology, Bengaluru. We started our journey in the year

2000. The ECE Department offers Bachelor in Engineering,

in Electronics and Communication Engineering and

Masters in Technology, in Digital Electronics &

Communication. Over the last two decades, the ECE

Department has recorded a consistent improvement in its

academic, research and placement performance. It offers a

range of add-on programs to meet the changing

requirement of the industry and to meet the needs of major

stakeholders. We believe that our students have been well

accepted in their job profiles and have consistently

exceeded expectations of the corporate world. Our

students learn and be equipped for a career in the 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-arun-balodi-396ab915


Born only a decade after the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857, Shankar Abaji Bhisey was

a child prodigy who designed an indoor coal-gas generator, when he was only

14.

Hailing from Bombay, the brilliant researcher seemingly got his early exposure

to global science through science magazines.

By his early 20s, he had already invented electrical bicycle contraptions, a

station indicator for Bombay’s suburban railway system, tamper-proof bottles

and a cutting-edge grocery weighing machine that earned him the first prize at

a British inventor’s contest.

However, Bhisey is most recognised for his iconic Bhisotype, a type-casting

machine that revolutionised the printing industry. In one minute, the machine

could cast and assemble 1200 different types automatically.

When top researchers from Britain contested his claim, he went ahead to set

up his own foundry and showcase his machine to the critics who were left

spellbound by his technical prowess.

Throughout his career, Bhisey had 200 inventions and 40 patents to his name,

which include a unique telephone model, kitchen appliances, automatic toilet

flushers and even an early prototype of a push-up bra.

Bhisey later upgraded the Bhisotype to comprise finer features and faster

performance, however, the funding for his continued research was

compromised with the advent of World War I, after which he gradually faded

into oblivion. He passed away on 7 April 1935, in New York at the age of 68.

SHANKAR ABAJI
 BHISEY
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 Feymen laid the foundation of Nanotechnology. It is hard to

think how small Nanotechnology is.

-AN INCH = 25,400,000 NANOMETERS

-HUMAN HAIR( SINGLE STRAND) = 80,0000 – 100,000NM

-SIZE OF RBC = 6000-8000NM

-CORONA VIRUS = 60-140NM

-NANOSENSORS = 1-100NM

-·DIAMETER OF AN ATOM = .1 - .5NM

At Nanoscale new phenomenon takes precedence over those

holding sway in the macro world. The ongoing bequest for

miniaturization has resulted in tools like Atomic Force

Microscopy and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Combined

with refined processes such as EBeam lithography, these

instruments allow researchers to manipulate and manufacture

nanostructures. Scientists from the Technion-Israel Institute of

Technology have printed the entire Old Testament onto a silicon

chip smaller than a pinhead (less than 1/1000th of an inch).

Nanotechnology provides tiny solutions to big problems, which

are not possible by existing technologies. 

N A N O T E C H N O L O G Y -
O U R  F U T U R E

There  i s  p len ty  of  room  a t  the

bot tom

 - -R icha rd  P .  Feymen  (Amer ican

Phys ics t  &  Noble  pr ice  winner )
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ASS ISTANT  PROFESSOR ,

ECE  DEPT .

 

It provides a wide variety of applications in various disciplines

like Mechanical Engineering, Optical Engineering, Biomedical

Engineering, Food processing, Textile engineering, Energy

harvesting, Electronics, etc.

Nanoelectronics: Moore’s Law - doubling of transistors on a chip

every two years. . In line with Moores's law, electronics has

moved from micro to Nanoscale.

This is possible by scaling down the size of the transistor

without changing its characteristics. Nanowires, Nanotubes,

Nanotransistors, HEMT, single-electron transistors, Graphene

FET, Phosphorene FET, Nanodetectors, Nanobots, Nanosensors,

NanoRAM……The innovations in this domain are endless.

We always think big. Now it’s time to think small. Welcome to

the era of Nanotechnology.
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For  most  of  us,  the  current  trend  defines  our  choices ;  be  it  in

dressing,  food  habits,  gadgets,  cars,  bikes,  property,  etc.  By

nature,  every  person  in  this  world  is  made  a  certain  way  and  what  I

have  realized  is  that  each  one  of  us  is  a  by-product  of  his/her

upbringing,  parental  and  cultural  influence,  priorities,  habits,

knowledge,  skills,  experiences,  and  opportunities.  Large

multinational  companies  and  corporations  understand  the  power

of  influencing  the  trend  such  that  people  start  buying  or  adopting

their  ideas,  products,  and  services.  One  such  influenced  trend  is

working  for  the  big  companies ;  in  our  case  the  so-called  Intels  and

Microsofts  of  the  world.

Students  aspire  to  work  for  these  big  companies  for  various

reasons  such  as  good  salary,  reputation,  job  safety,  opportunity  to

solve  problems  for  the  mass,  access  to  the  latest  technology,  etc.

On  the  other  hand,  several  reports  discuss  the  interest  of  people

liking  to  work  in  shared  workspaces,  working  from  home  and

freelancing.  People  are  following  the  latter  option  to  work

comfortably  at  their  own  pace,  avoid  time  to  commute,  share

resources  and  afford  better,  socialize  with  others  working  on

similar  domain  and  so  on.  This  leads  to  a  situation  where  people

prefer  working  at  large  corporations  only  for  the  following

reasons.

1.Access  to  Information  / Tech-resources  that  are  not  available

otherwise

2.Opportunity  to  work  on  problems  that  are  entrusted  only  to

the  corporations

FUTURE OF WORKFUTURE OF WORK
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Also,  freelancing  in  tech  space  is  catching  up  only

recently  and  corporations  understand  the  advantages  of

it.  For  instance,  companies  don’t  have  to  give  them  an

office  space,  no  employee  benefits  and  allowances  etc.

This  is  one  of  the  reasons  why  they  outsource  some  non-

confidential  tasks  to  other  companies  / individuals.  It  is

expected  very  soon  that  just  like  most  of  the  developed

countries,  Indian  companies  would  also  introduce  pay  on

hourly-basis  rather  than  a  fixed  monthly  salary  to  save  cost

and  have  the  tasks  delivered  by  its  employees  on-time.

It  is  no  more  an  option  for  professionals  to  acquire

expertise  in  one  domain  and  spend  rest  of  their  life

cashing  out  from  it.  With  rise  of  innovations  happening

across  industries,  it  is  very  important  that  we  learn  the  skill

of  re-learning .  I  can’t  stress  enough  on  how  important  this

skill  is.  Industries  are  looking  for  candidates  who  are  not

just  expert  at  one  thing,  but  those  who  have  a  flair  for

multiple  things  and  are  ready  to  grab  new  skills  as  the

need  arises.

One  another  must-have  skill  for  every  single  human  in  this

world  is  selling .  People  don’t  prefer  sales  job  usually  but

they  don’t  realize  how  powerful  this  skill  is.  Just  answer

me  this  now:  Does  McDonalds  make  the  best  burger  in  the

world?  Does  Apple  provide  the  best  features  in  its

electronic  devices?  Is  Chetan  Bhagat  so  good  at  writing?

And  I  can  keep  going.  But  the  point  is,  all  these  companies

/ individuals  are  very  successful  because  they  are  great  at

selling  despite  of  not  being  the  best  in  the  market.  For

professionals  like  us,  selling  / marketing  ourselves

becomes  necessary  by  means  of  our  portfolio,  resume,

social  profile,  contributions  to  the  tech  community  etc.
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Today, technology had made life easy by providing an alternate smart solution to every

problem in society; but when it comes to managing the increasing volume of traffic at a busy

junction, the technology implementation is still lagging. Hence a technology-based solution

is required to automatically control the traffic signal based on the density of the traffic on a

specific lane. It is achieved by sensing the traffic in a particular lane by the ultrasonic sensor

and according to the volume of traffic, the green time signal/clearing signal is increased or

decreased with the respective red time signal. The proposed system also consists of an

automatic SMS alert triggering system to traffic authority when the volume of traffic in a

particular lane is increasing even after two consecutive clearing signals. The smart pole is

installed with LCD to display the alert message and it contains emergency alert buttons

which are used to alert police, traffic, ambulance, fire authorities if any problem occurred in a

particular lane. Wireless speed limit notifier is installed in desired lanes which notifies the

driver about the speed limit of a zone via wireless technology.

Automatic Traffic Density
Control System with Wireless

Speed Limit Notification
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Sagarika .S | 4th Year
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Ashwini S. | 3rd Year

K. ATHIRA | 3rd Year

 

Jerushaa P.| 3rd Year
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Dilip | 3rd Year

 

PRANAV | 3rd Year
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SAHANA R. | 3rd Year

PUSHPA C. | 3rd Year

SUSHMITHA T | 3rd Year
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Is  the  sky  Is  the  limit?  India  has  reached

beyond  it  by  creating  world  records!

PSLV-C-37with  CARTOSAT-2D  series

spacecraft  and  103  co-passengers

Nanosatellites  lifted  off  majestically  on  15th

FEB  2017  at  09:28  hours  IST  from  Sriharikota

(Andra  Pradesh) by  ISRO.  The  Indian  Space

Research  Organization  deployed  the  most

satellites  by  any  country  in  a  single  launch.

The  mission  strength  ness  Indian 's  role  as  a

cost-effective  and  reliable  hub  for  launching

satellites,  amid  rising  competition  against

china  in  the  global  space  race.  The  Mission

strengthensIndian 's  role  as  a  cost-effective

and  reliable  hub  for  launching  satellites,

amid  rising  competition  against  china  in  the

global  space  race.  In  less  than  10  minutes

all  the  104  satellites  were  released  into

space.  Traveling  with  working  of  27000

km/hr.  The  satellite  will  be  used  for

providing  remote  sensing  series  and  is

equipped  with  panchromatic  and

multispectral  image  sensors.  

104 Satellite in a single104 Satellite in a single
flightflight

The  images  will  be  used  for  cartographic

applications,  urban  and  rural  planning.

Monitoring  of  coastal  land  use,  utility

management  such  as  rural  network

monitoring,  water  distribution,  mapping

land  use,  and  change  detection  to  identify

natural  and  man-made  features.  The  images

will  be  used  for  a  number  of  land

information  systems  and  geographic

information  system  applications.  The

reusable  technology  of  space  X  is  a  major

challenge  for  ISRO  which  has  an  edge  over

western  countries  when  it  comes  to  the  cost

of  launch  it 's  really  proud  that  ISRO  is

developing  its  own  reusable  technology.

The  Maverick  Technology  Entrepreneur,  

Elon  Musk  wrote  on  Twitter  that  "They  are

doing  India  proud"!

SPACE TECHNOLOGY IN SERVICE OF

MANKIND .

by Sambhrama A|3rd Year
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Internet of BehavioursInternet of Behaviours  
Well, yes! I am as surprised as you to know

something like this exists, Internet of Behaviours is

soon going to take over social media leaving

people's minds blown. Yes! It is that interesting.

Research reveals that the number of Internet of

Things (IoT) devices has doubled over the past five

years. These things are everywhere with us today,

from wearable technologies that track our fitness

24/7 to remote access to electrical devices in our

homes. The shift to mobile devices has changed the

way we interact with the world around us. A fresh

concept of the Internet of Behaviour (IoB) was born

which is basically the collection of usage data and

data by the IoT devices that provide valuable

information about users’ behavior, interests, and

preferences. The IoB concept seeks to address how

to understand data properly and apply that

understanding to create and promote new products

– from a human psychology perspective

Now let’s say we collected this data, but what

next? This is when the IoB comes into play. IoB

is a process where user data is analyzed in

terms of behavioral psychology. Based on this

analysis, new approaches to the development

of user experience (UX), search experience

optimization (SXO), and end products and

company’s services and how to promote them

are formed. The IoB can become a powerful

new marketing and sales tool for businesses

and organizations around the world. Using this

tool, you will gain a deep understanding of your

customers, which is necessary for every

business. The increasing sophistication of the

technology that processes this data has

enabled this trend to grow. Hence be yourself,

you are on the watch.

by Athulya G |3rd Year
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APRIL 20, 2020. CLOUD
COMPUTING IN AWS.

Cloud computing and cloud storage, the most wanted in the tech field. An amazing

session was held by Prof. Sufian Aslam, who gave us a brief understanding of Cloud

Computing and taught us how to build our own Cloud Application.

MARCH 14, 2020. CIA
HACKATHON.

CIA (Communities In Atria) is a student club for Atrians that host many rewarding

events, one of which includes the Hackathon, a 24-hour event where engineers,

designers, and students come together to hack and build life-changing solutions

using rapid prototyping techniques.

 

| Events

JUNE 3, 2020. HOW TO
HOST WEBSITES ON AWS

Cloud computing and cloud storage, the most wanted in the tech field. An amazing session

was held by Prof. Sufian Aslam, who gave us a brief understanding of Cloud Computing and

taught us how to build our own Cloud Application.
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In the month of July 2020, well into the lockdown

life, when the thought of working from home had

just started to seem not so special anymore, our

department held a very useful webinar with guest

speaker Jeffrey Joseph, an alumnus of Atria

Institute of Technology, Quality Leader at IKEA,

Sweden.

Mr. Joseph held a very engaging and vital session

in terms of comparison of industry standards and

requirements pre- and post-covid.

In ‘View of Industry Post Covid’ Mr. Joseph spoke

about the efficiency of working from homeland

how it is not as luxurious as it sounds due to lack

of productivity with regards to office

technology/software, disturbances caused from a

home environment, where one is either gets easily

distracted by their family or gets so comfortable in

their home that the seriousness and focus on their

work is lost.

Mr. Joseph then spoke about the industry

requirements from a student, where he gave us

ideas and stressed the growing industries that

could pose as possible career opportunities. Some

of the fields sir mentioned were Automation,

Remote Secure Environments, Cyber Security,

Artificial Intelligence, IoT and Robotics,

multimedia, and Embedded Systems &

Communications.

From an industry’s point of view, he explained,

Automation is an ever-growing field that will

constantly be updated. Remote Secure

Environments and Cyber Security are two very

vital fields as security is always a big problem to

tackle with new software/technology, he said

while using Zoom as an example to explain his

point. AI and IoT & Robotics, sir mentioned, are

constantly changing fields with ever-existing room

for improvement, the hot-topics in the industry.

“Multimedia, I would say, are the Zooms, the

Reliance and the Netflix's of the world”. Sir said this

in regards to the big role Multimedia plays in terms

of productivity.

Lastly, Embedded Systems and & Communications,

are very important tools to have at your disposal, sir

said, as they form the basis of software

development.

Sir then ended this session with a very interactive

QnA, where he responded to many different

student and faculty queries. Some questions were

related to jobs in the hardware domain and how to

acquire them while other questions were related to

how one should choose their domain of work.

Overall, it was a very enjoyable and enlightening

session, once again thank you, sir.

POST COVID-19 
INDUSTRY
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“Anybody that wants to be an entrepreneur

must be ready to fail, because in terms of an

entrepreneur, it’s not failing, it’s learning”. This

was the first thing Mr. Glenson Toney said in his

very engaging session on start-ups, what they

are, why we need it and how we can start-up.

When most of us would start our talks with

stories on success, Glenson sir started off with

very encouraging stories of failure. Yes, that’s

right, FAILURE! 

The first story being that of Mr. James Dyson,

the inventor of Dual Bagless Vacuums. Dyson

had failed more than 5000 times, before he

succeeded in his invention. He yet again failed a

couple more times before successfully being

able to launch his product.

Dyson’s story was just one of many garage-

empire startups that Glensn sir had told us

about during his invaluable session. 

Now, why would he have told us about failure,

you ask? The answer to your question is in the

first sentence, it's NOT FAILURE, it’s

EXPERIENCE.

Mr. Toney’s session focused on the fact that no-

one is ever too young for a start-up, as long as

they have a great and compelling idea. He also

mentioned that funds for a star-tup are not a

barrier or a success guarantee, because it’s not

about the funds, it’s about keeping the idea

sustainable.

During his session, sir reminded us that

Bangalore is the Startup Capital and there are

many venture capitalists and business

incubators like Startup Karnataka and Make in

India that can help young entrepreneurs grow,

given their idea is feasible.

Some other key points to note from this

informative session are that an entrepreneur

must always know who their target audience is

 and should be flexible enough to meet their

customer’s requirements. Entrepreneurs must be

well aware of the market size and their competitors.

That’s not all, as an entrepreneur, one must have the

right timing sense to know when to release their

product and how to time their production. No

entrepreneur is ever complete without a working

business plan or a team to carry out their amazing

plan. Knowing what jobs are required to execute the

proposed business plan and recruiting the right

people for those jobs are a few other important take-

aways from Mr. Toney’s enlightening sessions.

Glensin sir ended this wonderful session with a very

encouraging comment “If you have an idea, let not

your age stop you, let not your funding stop you, let

not the fear of losing stop you, let not your peers or

family stop you. Go for it, because this is the right

age for it, this is the right age for you who are in your

20’s and your start-up. BUILD YOUR EMPIRE!”

Thank you sir, for that precious, informative and

encouraging session.

START-UP Now!
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Led by Payel Masanta and mentored by Dr. Arun Balodi and Prof. Sufian Kaki Aslam The Grand Finale was

addressed by the Honourable Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi. As we all know, we’re at a growing

threat of water shortage, research says that by 2025 a lot of countries will face serious water shortage.

Mind Optimisers aimed at solving this serious problem that needs attention. They wanted to help

government buildings get Rain Water Harvesting system using an app. It is mandatory for government

buildings to be compliant with Rain Water Harvesting system. As the saying goes “A journey of thousand

miles begins with a single step” we wish them all the very best for their future journeys.

Smart India Hackathon is a nationwide

initiative to provide students a platform to

solve some of the pressing problems we

face in our daily lives, and thus inculcate a

culture of product innovation and a

mindset of problem-solving. Among 5

lakh+ students from 65+ locations, we are

extremely proud to say that our college

took part in the Grand Finale of SIH 2020.

Our team, Mind Optimisers consisted of 4

final-year students from ECE. 
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DIG ITAL  ART

R A K S H I T H  N  |  2019  GRADUATES

S U P R E E T H  |  2020  GRADUATES
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Reminiscing my childhood days, 

" Come da, we'll go and play!", 

Was always music to the ears. 

"Cricket or football?" 

Was always the question.

 

After one score and a few months, 

The music is still lingering around, 

But the question has changed, 

drastically,

 

"Coc or CS or PubG or Fortnite?", it has changed to.

 

©samahi

P O E M S

S A G A R  M  H I R E M A T H  |  2017  PASS  OUT
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 Push it all above,

Push it all against ,

Push it on either of the sides,

One by one.

It’ll all be seen.

Each step that got mistier

For the life that has come by.

No. You don’t have to rush.

You just have to walk.

Steady steps and jerky trips,

Yes, the path is rock ridden!

Oh a sudden slip,

There you fall, gently but deep,

Onto a bed that’s softer than the cotton heap!

Waitt!!

Isn’t this what you dreamt and floated about?

Don’t gloat in it, but sail through it.

Oh the hemisphere’s got my destiny in it!

Pull it down now,

Pull it towards you,

Pull it all together,

One by one.

It’ll all be seen.

For it has become everything but mistier,

And a clearer  path to tread!

Teasing the nerves of fear,

Shooting up and against the spines of failure,

Oh you will now fly,

Oh you will now fly,

Oh you will now fly,

Fly and gleam, like a bird on fire!!!  

 

B I R D S  O N  F I R E

-  S O U R A B H A  H E D I Y A L  |  2017  GRADUATE
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DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITY
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Conducted webinar on “Application of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Real Life ” in Atria

Institute of Technology, Bengaluru, India, 16th April 2020. (Dr. Arun Balodi)

Conducted webinar on “Role and Demand of 5G in Information and Communication Technology” in

Atria Institute of Technology, Bengaluru, India, 30th April 2020. (Dr. Ambar Bajpai)

Conducted webinar on “IoT for You and Me” in Atria Institute of Technology, Bengaluru, India, 07th

May 2020. (Prof. Sufian)

A webinar, One day FDP on “Restructuring Assessment in Engineering Education and Accreditation” in

association with Mastersoft ERP Solutions Private Limited was hosted by IQAC, Atria Institute of

Technology on 25th July 2020, 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM. (Prof. Vasanthi S.)

Dr. Arun Balodi - International webinar talk on “Impact of COVID-19 on Education in India “ in

HimShree Foundation Nainital.

Dr. Arun Balodi - International e-Conference expert talk on “Application of AI in COVID-19” in Shobit

University, Merrut.

Prof. Sundari Tribuvanam - Hands-On Workshop on ”Digital Image Processing” in association with

IEEE student branch.

 

Dr. Shalabh Mishra - Session Speakers at FDP on “Advancement in Signal and Image Processing”

organized by Department of ECE in association with IEEE and IETE Student Chapter of AIT, Bengaluru.

IoT labs - Orientation of AWS Academy Cloud Foundations Course.

IoT labs - Workshop on building your own Portfolio Website.

Dr. Ambar Bajpai - Guest Lecture on “Channel Coding in 5G“ in Brindavan College of Engineering,

Bangalore.

Prof. Rakhi S- DST-AWSAR award initiative.

Atria IT, ECE Department

Sem Digest



AICTE MANDATORY ACTIVITY EARNING POINTS
 

Apart from technical knowledge and skills, to be successful as professionals, students should have

excellent soft skills, leadership qualities and team spirit. They should have entrepreneurial capabilities and

societal commitment. In order to match these multifarious requirements, AICTE has created a unique

mechanism of awarding minimum100 Activity Points over and above the academic grades.

 

 

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITY
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| Placements & Internships



The students are encouraged and mentored by faculty of the department to participate in elite

project competitions like DST & Texas Instruments, Indian Innovation Challenge Design Contest,

L&T’s Techgium, Govt of India’s Smart India Hackathon(SIH) etc. Also, students are made to intern

with several niche technology enabled S&ME as well as large organizations to prepare them well

for career. Wipro, TCS, Amazon, Infosys, Cognizant, Tech Mahindra are a few names where are

students have been placed this year.
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VISION 

To  become  a  pioneer  in  developing  competent  professionals  with  societal  and  ethical

values  through  transformational  learning  and  interdisciplinary  research  in  the  field  of

Electronics  and  Communication  Engineering.

MISSION

 

The  department  of  Electronics  and  Communication  is  committed  to:  

M1:  Offer  quality¬ technical  education  through  experiential  learning  to  produce

competent  engineering  professionals.

M2:  Encourage  a  culture  of  innovation  and  multidisciplinary  research  in  collaboration

with  industries/universities.  

M3:  Develop  interpersonal,  intrapersonal,  entrepreneurial,  and  communication  skills

among  students  to  enhance  their  employability.

M4:  Create  a  congenial  environment  for  the  faculty  and  students  to  achieve  their  desired

goals  and  to  serve  society  by  upholding  ethical  values.

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEO's) 

Upon  completion  of  the  program,  graduates  will  be  able  to:

PEO1:  Tackle  complex  engineering  problems  with  the  sound  knowledge  of  electronics  and

communication  engineering.

PEO2:  Utilize  their  knowledge  and  skills  to  develop  solutions  in  multi-disciplinary

environments  through  collaborative  research.

PEO 3:  Inculcate  effective  communication  skills,  teamwork,  and  leadership  for  a  successful

career  in  industry  and  academia.

PEO4:  Exhibit  professional  ethics  and  social  awareness  in  their  professional  career  and

engage  in  lifelong  learning.
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PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO's) 

Engineering  Graduates  will  be  able  to:

PSO1

Apply  the  knowledge  of  leading-edge  hardware  and  software  tools  to  solve  problems  in

the  area  of  Embedded  Systems,  VLSI,  and  IoT.   

PSO2

Apply  the  concepts  of  Signal  and  Image  Processing  to  solve  problems  in  communication

systems.
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NPTEL - https://nptel.ac.in/

COURSERA - https://www.coursera.org/in

UDEMY - https://www.udemy.com/

LINKDEN - https://www.linkedin.com/feed/

edX - https://www.edx.org/

NAUKRI - https://www.naukri.com/

KHAN ACADEMY - https://www.khanacademy.org/

STUDY LINKS 

https://nptel.ac.in/
https://nptel.ac.in/
https://www.coursera.org/in
https://www.coursera.org/in
https://www.udemy.com/
https://www.udemy.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
https://www.edx.org/
https://www.edx.org/
https://www.naukri.com/
https://www.naukri.com/
https://www.khanacademy.org/
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D R .  A R U N  B A L O D I
H O D

M R S .  S H A L I N I  V A S H I S H T H A
A S S I S T A N T  P R O F E S S O R
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/sufiankaki
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sufiankaki
http://linkedin.com/in/dr-arun-balodi-396ab915/
http://linkedin.com/in/dr-arun-balodi-396ab915/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shalini-vashishtha-5189656b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shalini-vashishtha-5189656b/


PRAKRUTHI
SINDHIA 

SAGARIKA RAJU

AJANTH BADIGER

DARSHAN A  SSIVA 

ARCHANA C

ATHULYA G 

STUDENT EDITORS
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/siva-adi
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